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Abstract.
In the report there are considered questions concerning the handling with fresh and

spent fuel, experimental devices, containing high enriched uranium, being fissile materials of
the bulk form, radioisotopes, obtained in the reactor, and radioactive waste, formed during
the operation of the reactor, and organization of storage, account and control of radioactive
and fissile materials is described.

1. General information

The research reactor WWR-K was put into operation in 1967 and operated during 21
years, in 1988 it was shut down for seismic- resistant measures. After completion the reactor
was reactivated in 1997.

The reactor WWR-K is heterogeneous, water-water on thermal neutrons, its thermal
power is 6 W. Fuel element assemblies, (FEA), contain uranium, enriched by isotope U-235
up to 36 %. The critical mass is 4.5kg of U-235. The operation of the reactor is cyclic (8-
12days) with 4-5 - days stops for loading of the core.

The reactor has a large number of irradiation channels, being in the centre and at the
periphery of the active core, in a tank of the reactor and in biological protection. There are
available also 6 horizontal and 2 tangential channels. The maximum density of a thermal flow
in the central channel of the active core is 1,41014 n cm"2 s"1, [1]. A wide range of density of
neutrons flow allows to carry out research works in fields of material structure, solid state
physics, activation analysis, radiobiology and many others.

2. Organization of work with radioactive materials.
a) Long time operation of the reactor has resulted in accumulation of a large amount of a
radioactive material, which can be divided on following types:

fresh and spent fuel;
- experimental devices (fresh and irradiated) containing highenriched uranium;
- materials of the bulkform with a different degree of enrichment;
- radioisotopes, obtained in result of irradiation of various samples in the reactor;

control and reference sources;
- radioactive waste.

b) In each subdivision according to the order on Branch of Institute,, there is nominated the
person, responsible for the account, reception, storage and distribution of radioactive
materials.

The work with radioactive materials is permitted in specially equipped premises ,
having the sanitary passport, giving the right for work with radioactive materials of corre-
sponding category [2].

The control for radioactive materials is realized by a service of radiation safety,
supplied with stationary radiation-dosimetric control system and set of portable devices for
the control of a radiation situation at working places.
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A receipt of new radioactive materials from other organizations and a transference of
them out of the Institute territory in other organizations are made by the permission of
Institute administration, bodies of Sanitary supervision and Management of Internal Affairs
Republic of Kazakstan. At receipt or dispatch of fissile materials, besides indicated above, a
consent of Kazakstan Atomic Energy Agency (KAEA) is necessary also.

The radioactive materials, obtained by irradiation in the reactor , are given out to the
responsible persons together with the accompanying passport, signed by the person, who gave
out the material, and by dosimeterist, determened a gamma - equivalent of a source and
transport category. The distribution of irradiated materials to the customers is registered in the
book of distribution of irradiated production by an irradiation service and is registered in the
special book in subdivision or laboratory, received a radioactive material.

The transfer of materials between subdivisions is made through responsible persons
on the requirement, signed by the chiefs of both subdivisions, and put a visa by a service of
radiation safety. After termination of date of operation the radioactive sources are written off
by the act and are handed in for burial. The fissile radioactive materials are not subject to
burial.

3. Storage of radioactive materials
3.1. Storage of fresh fuel

For storage of a stock of fresh fuel, two storage are intended, they are located in the
ractor hall.

Norms, an order of storage of fresh fuel, equipment of storage by devices and signal
system, and also the norms and an order of transportation of fuel are reflected in the
Instruction on transportation and storage of fresh and spent fuel. The premises are equipped
by dosimetric and security signal system-

Conditions of fresh fuel storage at the reactor WWR-K satisfy nuclear safety
requirements and exclude an opportunity to create nuclear-dangerous situation, [3].

3.2. Storage of spent fuel
The spent fuel during its inloading out from the reactor is high-intensity source of

ionizing radiation with high residual energy release. For spent FEA storage there are used wet
storage filled by demineralized water.

There is regular monitoring for storage conditions, water level temperature in its.
Parameters control for water-chemical regime in storage is carried out periodically by

sampling technique. The storage is joined up with separate system of filtrate unit.

3.3. Storage of irradiated experimental devices
After fulfilment of work programme irradiated experimental devices either are aparted

in «hot chamber» or standing in temporary storages. For dry-storage there are used cooling
channels. The channels are closed by covers and sealed. Irradiated experimental devices, al-
lowing wet storage , are located in settling tank filled by water.

3.4. Storage of the bulk form materials
Fresh bulk form and non-irradiated experimental devices with nuclear material are

stored in specially equipped storage. The conditions of storage satisfy nuclear safety
requirements . The storage is equipped by dosimetrical and guard control system.
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3.5. Storage of radioisotopes, control and reference sources
In laboratories and subdivisions of Institute dealing with radioisotopes there are safes

for radioactive materials storage with protection from radiation sufficient for radiation safety
ensurance at working places. The safes are closed and sealed up.

3.6. Radioactive waste Storage
During reactor technological process there are formed radioactive waste, for storage of

which there is intended a post of burial of radioactive waste (PBRW) . It consists of
underground storages, intended for long-term storage of middle- and poorly active waste,
formed during reactor operation .

The burial area is fenced off and round-the-clock post of guards is organized.

4. Organization of the account and control of radioactive and fissile materials

The account and the control of radioactive and fissile materials are realized by con-
ducting of special account system, the basic purpose of which is reception of the information
about location and state of all radioactive materials amounts at any moment of time. The
account, storage and transference of radioactive materials are conducted according to the
operating Instructions confirmed by Institute Direction . Besides, the account, control and
transference of fissile materials is conducted under the requirements given in the Methodlogi-
cal instructions of the KAEA and coordinated with the IAEA.

The reactor WWR-K and laboratories are considered as an united Material Balance
Area (MBA) for account and control purposes.

Together with the Head of enterprise the responsible person for account and control is
nominated by the order at enterprise and coordinated with the KAEA. This person directly
performs all work on the account and control of radioactive materials.

Responsible persons for account and control of radioactive materials in laboratories
and subdivisions are ones, nominated by the order or Almaty branch as responsible persons
for account, reception, storage and distribution of radioactive materials.

The amount of radioactive materials can be checked up in operating documents,
which at the reactor are:

logbook of orders,
cartogram of core charging with FEA numbers;

- cartogram of fresh FEA storage charging;
- passports for fresh FEA from manufacturer;
- cartograms of spent FEA storages ;

logbook for reactor heat power registration;
application for irradiation;

- working programmes.
In laboratories they are:

passports for irradiated materials,
the scheme of radioactive materials location in the safe;
requirements for fissile materials reception ;
acts of experimental devices putting in for irradiation;

- cards of experimental device moving;
In bulk form storage they are:

cartograms of fissile materials location;
list of fissile materials.
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All other accounting documents are stored at the person responsible for the account in MBA
or in a special department.

4.2. Inventory of radioactive materials.
Physical inventory of available amount of radioactive and fissile materials in MBA is

carried out once a year. It has been done with following requirements given in the Meth-
odological instructions oftheKAEA to make physical inventory.

Moving of account materials is stopped during physical inventory making.
For radioactive sources without fissile materials the procedure of inventory consists in

definition of accounted radioactive materials amount on accounting books and their real
availability. Their activity is measured selectively for verification of amount of materials.
The result of inventory is completed by special act. For fissile materials the procedure of the
inventory includes:

fissile materials of accounted amount and their location definition under the
documents (accounting logbooks and cartograms),

- weighing of fresh fissile materials in bulkform, which have been in use,
check of sender seals and stamps of the sender on packages, not having been in use,

- visual inspection of presence of products with irradiated fissile materials,
selective measurements of irradiated experimental devices and spent fuel to define
gamma-radiation of Cs-137 for differentiating them from irradiated mock-ups.

- check of seals on containers with fresh FEA,
- inspection of registered numbers of FEA and their location,

verification of charging charts fop reactor, wet storages and spent FEA storage,
verification of accounted amount with actual one.

On physical inventory data there is produced the list of real available amount of fissile
materials to date of inspection.
Directly after the physical inventory IAEA inspectors will carry out verification of the

Physical Inventory Listing (PIL).
All account information is stored in the computer and the hard copy.
The access to the documents on account and control of nuclear materials is made only

under the permission of the Director of branch Institute.

5. Conclusions.

An experience of the handling with radioactive and fissile materials at the reactor
WWR-K, accumulated during more than 20 years of operation of the reactor, has shown, that
the existing system of technical and organizational measures is directed to prevention of acci-
dental situations and unauthorized transfer of radioactive materials is quite reliable.

It is necessary to note the large help of the IAEA, rendered to the reactor during the
last years. It concerns as to measures, directed on the whole to an increase of reactor operat-
ing safety, and to regulation and leading of procedures of the account, the control and storage
of fissile materials to a conformity with international norms.
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